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Abstract
Energy efficient routing is one of the major thrust areas in Wireless Sensor Communication Networks (WSCNs) and it attracts most of the researchers by its valuable applications and various
challenges. Wireless sensor networks contain several nodes in its terrain region. Reducing the energy consumption over the WSCN has its significance since the nodes are battery powered. Various
research methodologies were proposed by researchers in this area. One of the bio-inspired computing paradigms named Cuckoo search algorithm is used in this research work for finding the
energy efficient path and routing is performed. Several performance metrics are taken into account for determining the performance of the proposed routing protocol such as throughput,
packet delivery ratio, energy consumption and delay. Simulation is performed using NS2 and the
results shows that the proposed routing protocol is better in terms of average throughput, and
average energy consumption.
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1. Introduction
WSCNs are a fast growing and stimulating research area that has attracted significant research attention.
WSCNs normally consist of hundreds or thousands of low powered sensor nodes that have ability to commuHow to cite this paper: Raj, D.A.A. and Sumathi, P. (2014) Enhanced Energy Efficient Multipath Routing Protocol for Wireless Sensor Communication Networks Using Cuckoo Search Algorithm. Wireless Sensor Network, 6, 49-55.
http://dx.doi.org/10.4236/wsn.2014.64007
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nicate either directly to the Base Station (BS) or among each other [1] with capable of sensing, processing and
transmitting environmental information (Figure 1). WSCNs are deployed to monitor certain physical phenomena or to detect and track certain objects in different domains including military, medical, environmental, industrial and home networks [2] [3]. Almost every sensor node consists of the following components [4].
1) Sensing devices;
2) Communication devices;
3) Controller;
4) Memory unit;
5) Energy supply unit.
In recent days science and engineering problem are solved by the computational algorithms inspired by biological processes. The evolutionary computation and swarm intelligence algorithms are derived based on the
analogy of natural evolution and biological activities. The following biological activities are also included in the
bio inspired techniques.
• Genetic algorithms;
• Genetic programming;
• Differential evolution;
• Particle swarm optimization;
• Ant colony optimization;
• Artificial neural networks, etc.
The bio inspired algorithms use the random-search techniques and heuristics to guide the search find the optimal solution and speed-up the convergence to obtain the global optimal solutions. While comparing the conventional optimization solver to the bio-inspired methods, the bio inspired methods have several attractive features and advantages. They also facilitate the advantage of simulation and optimization environment simultaneously to solve hard-to-define, real-world problems. These biologically inspired methods have provided novel
ways of problem-solving for practical problems in traffic routing, networking, games, industry, robotics, economics, mechanical, chemical, electrical, civil, water resources and others fields [5].
Although many research works have been conducted on the performance and enhancement of the WSCNs,
Bio inspired computing provides another dimension for enhancing the energy utilization of WSCNs. Bio inspired computing is used to find the optimal solution for the various problems in different areas of research. Recently the Bio inspired optimization techniques are adopted by different types of network researchers to enhance
the life time of their network and proved that the biological species such as ant, bee, swarm as an analogy providing a natural model for combinatorial optimization problems [6]-[9].

1.1. Problem Statement
Even though all the Layer of the WSCNs uses the energy, consumption of energy in Network layer by the
routing protocol is more. Hence constructing the Energy Efficient Routing Protocol becomes the primary goal of
the recent day researches. Now days, Bio-inspired computing techniques are used to enhance the performance of
the Energy Efficient routing protocols in an optimal way.

1.2. Motivation and Objective
The motive of this proposed research works is to increase the life time of the WSCNs, since the nodes in
WSCNs are usually battery operated with limited energy resource and there is no option to change or replenish
the batteries because nodes may deployed in a hostile or unpractical environment. Due to the low power batteries the utilization of the energy by the WSCNs, to be handle in an optimal manner, which increase the life time
of the network. The main objective of this paper is to construct a new Enhanced Energy Efficient Multi path
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Figure 1. Activities of the sensor nodes.
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routing protocol using Bio-inspired Computing Techniques which used to produce better throughput, packet delivery ratio, and delay and energy consumption.

1.3. Organization of the Paper
This remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the background of the existing routing
protocols. Section 3 describes the proposed work, about the methodologies followed and about the implementation details. Section 4 depicts the simulation settings and performance evolution of the proposed protocol. Section 5 shows results. Finally conclusions are given in the Section 6.

2. Related Works
Initially, Swarm intelligence is one of the bio-inspired computing was applied on graph theory as Artificial Intelligence approach to the Travelling Salesman problem using ants [10]. Then this technique becomes more popular and it was applied in communication network domain. It was used on packet routing initially with AntNet [11].
Ant Based Routing Algorithm for Manets (ARAMA) was used to send packets on Ad-hoc Networks the difference between this ARAMA and AntNet is that the amount of energy from nodes batteries influences the
amount of pheromone laid on nodes within the path [12].
Ant-Based On Demand Energy Routing (AOER), was proposed to increase Ad-hoc networks’ lifetime by adjust the routing technique. In AOER ants collect the remaining battery power of nodes, forward capability and
hop counting information and this information are used to build an inverted probabilistic routing table (PRT).
This PRT is used to find the less energy power path for future transmission [13].
Levi Bayde Ribeiro and Miguel Franklin were proposed Bio-inspired Optimization for Sensor Network Lifetime (Bio4Sel) based on Swarm Intelligence, more specifically on Ant Colonies. The proposed BioSel was
compared with ARAMA and AODV [14].
Venkatesh Madhadevan and Frank Chiang proposed A Bio-inspired Power Efficient Routing Scheme for
Sensor Networks (iACO) using a nature colonial scheme and proved that the delay, throughput and packet loss
have been improved by iACO [15].
Energy balanced and based routing protocol (EBAB) proposed by Wang et al. They constructed an adaptive
dynamic routing algorithm based on ant colony optimization. This EBAB was compared with LEACH and
proved the better performance of EBAB [16].
Guo et al. [17] proposed Comprehensive routing protocol (CRP) based on Ant Colony algorithm, which is an
improved version of (EAR) Energy Aware Routing. This protocol was designed in three phases: routing table,
data communication and routing maintenance. CRP was implemented and compared with EAR and proved, its
better performance with lack of QoS metrics.
Xiu-li et al. [18] proposed multipath routing based on ant colony systems for wireless sensor networks. It endues the ant with new characteristic and search method. The proposed protocol was compared with Ant colony
system based routing (ACS) and proved that the average transmission delay was improved.
T. A. Ananth and N. Karthikeyan were proposed power-aware on-demand routing protocol called PAAOMDV, to increase lifetime of Sensor Networks. In the proposed protocol the source is capable to anticipate
the traffic of the request, and each node on the route makes energy reservation based on the anticipated traffic. In
view of the fact that a node knows not only its physical remaining energy, but also the expected energy possibly
to be obsessive in the future, it will report its energy status more perfectly. A new cost utility is used in route selection, which takes both shortest-hop and maximum-lifetime into kindness. Results show that, the energy consumption in PA-AOMDV is more balanced than in the common on-demand protocols, and PA-AOMDV is with
much longer system lifetime, along with higher delivery rate [19].

3. Proposed Work
In this section, a novel Enhanced energy efficient multi path routing protocol using cuckoo search algorithm,
named EEEMRP, is presented. The EEEMRP extends the Ad-hoc On-Demand Multipath Distance Vector
(AOMDV) routing protocol [20] by Cuckoo search algorithm.

3.1. AOMDV
AOMDV is, itself, an extension of the Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol [21].
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AOMDV uses distance vector concept and hop-by-hop routing approach. AOMDV also uses route discovery
process to discover the on demand routes. The route request (RREQ) propagates multiple reserves between
source and destination [19]. AOMDV also provides intermediate nodes with alternate paths as they are found to
be useful in reducing route discovery frequency [22]. The main objective of the AOMDV protocol is to detect
the multiple paths with loop-free and disjoints using flood-based route discovery. Entry expiration time gives the
time after which, if a corresponding RREP has not been received, the entry is deleted. The routing table entry is
modified for the maintenance of the multiple entries and multiple loop-free paths. Firstly, advertised hop-count
replaces hop-count and advertised hop-count is the maximum over all paths from the current node to nd, so only
one value is advertised from that node for a given destination sequence number. Secondly, next-hop IP address is
replaced by a list of all next-hop nodes and corresponding hop-counts of the saved paths to nd from that node, as
follows:
<destination IP address,
destination sequence number,
advertised hop-count,
route list: {(next hop IP 1, hop-count 1),
(next hop IP 2, hop-count 2), ...},
entry expiration time>
To obtain link-disjoint paths in AOMDV nd can reply to multiple copies of a given RREQ, as long as they arrive via different neighbors.

3.2. Cuckoo Search Algorithm
The Cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) is a meta-heuristic optimization algorithm to solve the problem and provides an optimal solution.

3.3. Cuckoo Breeding Behavior
The CSA was inspired by the breeding behavior of some cuckoo species for their re-production process. The
cuckoo species lay their eggs in the nests of host birds, after evaluating the host bird’s nest. The evaluation is
carried over based on the colors and patterns of the eggs of a few chosen host species. This reduces the probability of the eggs being abandoned and, therefore, increases their re-productivity parasitic cuckoos often choose a
nest where the host bird just laid its own eggs. The cuckoo eggs hatch slightly earlier than their host eggs. When
the first cuckoo chick is hatched, his first instinct action is to evict the host eggs by blindly propelling the eggs
out of the nest. This action results in increasing the cuckoo chick’s share of food provided by its host bird [23].
The CSA models can be applied to various optimization problems. Cuckoo Search Algorithm is as follows:
Objective function: f ( X ) , X = ( x1 , x2 ,  , xd )
Generate an initial population of n host nests;
While (t < MaxGeneration) or (stop criterion)
Get a cuckoo randomly (say, i) and replace its solution by performing Lévy flights;
Evaluate its quality/fitness Fi
[For maximization, Fi ∝ f ( x j ) ];
Choose a nest among n (say, j) randomly;
if ( Fi > F j ) ,
Replace j by the new solution;
end if
A fraction (Pa) of the worse nests are abandoned and new ones are built;
Keep the best solutions/nests;
Rank the solutions/nests and find the current best;
Pass the current best solutions to the next generation;
end while
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4. Simulation Settings and Performance Metrics

Ns-2 is used as a simulation platform and simulation setting is show in Table 1. The performance was evaluated
based on Throughput and Energy consumption.

5. Simulation Results
Throughput is based on the number of packets and is compared between EEEMRP and AOMDV (EX). Results
from Figure 2 shows that EEEMRP is better than AOMDV based on throughput. Figure 3 shows that EEEMRP
has system lifetime than AOMDV even number of requests are increased.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, Cuckoo Search Algorithm is introduced in AOMDV so that optimal path along with maximum
energy is established. Hence, based on the simulation results EEEMRP has better through put and system
Table 1. Simulation settings.
Simulation Information
No of Nodes

50, 75, 100, 125 and 150

Area Size

1000 × 1000

Mac

802.11

Radio Range

250 m

Simulation Time

50 sec

Traffic source

CBR

Packet Size

512 KB

Mobility Model

Random Way point

Speed

5 m/s

Pause time

100 seconds

Figure 2. Comparison of throughput.
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Figure 3. Comparison of energy consumption.

lifetime. EEEMRP controls routing with efficient energy. This energy efficiency can be established to other routing protocols in future.
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